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TerrorismTerrorism
Terrorism can be defined as an intended act that is done againstTerrorism can be defined as an intended act that is done against

civilians to achieve certain objectives such as political or civilians to achieve certain objectives such as political or 
ideological. An individual practicing these acts is called ideological. An individual practicing these acts is called 

terrorist.terrorist.

Main FactorsMain Factors
DemographicDemographic
Political factorsPolitical factors
SocioeconomicsSocioeconomics

Examples: congestion, high growth rates, poverty, unemployment, Examples: congestion, high growth rates, poverty, unemployment, land tenure land tenure 
problems, disenfranchisement, ethnic conflict, religious conflicproblems, disenfranchisement, ethnic conflict, religious conflict, territorial t, territorial 
conflict, suppression of human rights, inclusive of religious riconflict, suppression of human rights, inclusive of religious rights, access to ghts, access to 
resources,  even revenge to destabilize the government of the coresources,  even revenge to destabilize the government of the country. untry. 
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Ways of Terrorist AttacksWays of Terrorist Attacks

Vehicle weaponVehicle weapon

Hand weapon Hand weapon (Recently hand delivered bomb have also (Recently hand delivered bomb have also 
gained popularity)gained popularity)

Suicide bombersSuicide bombers (Recent Phenomenon)(Recent Phenomenon)

Chemical, biological and radiological weapons Chemical, biological and radiological weapons 
((May find way in futureMay find way in future). ). 
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Passive MeasuresPassive Measures

Attacks in Open Places Attacks in Open Places (Use of Landscaping (Use of Landscaping 
features, limitation of vehicular access points, concrete features, limitation of vehicular access points, concrete 
medians in the street, Antimedians in the street, Anti--ram barriers and surveillance ram barriers and surveillance 
improvement can be the possible measures).improvement can be the possible measures).

Attacks in Confined Attacks in Confined Places Places (Security system (Security system 
efficiently screening at the gateway, building design, efficiently screening at the gateway, building design, 
increase in the structural resistance, simplified design of increase in the structural resistance, simplified design of 
non structural components).non structural components).
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Passive MeasuresPassive Measures (contd..)(contd..)

Attacks on Building ClustersAttacks on Building Clusters (Simple geometries (Simple geometries 
of building, minimal or light weight of building, minimal or light weight 
ornamentation, window design, glass design and ornamentation, window design, glass design and 
cladding design can work as countermeasures).cladding design can work as countermeasures).
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Blast 

Blast pressure effects on a structure

Air-blast as a function of time

Source: Blast Safety of the Building Envelope by Eve Hinman, PE

Source: Design of Commercial Buildings to mitigate terrorist attack December 2003, Fema
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Sequence of air-blast effects

Source: Blast Safety of the Building Envelope by Eve Hinman, PE
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Preferred failure modes for windows

Source: Blast Safety of the Building Envelope by Eve Hinman, PE

Affect of building shape on air-blast loading.

Source: Blast Safety of the Building Envelope by Eve Hinman, PE
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Damages

Source: Damages Denmark Embassy, Yahoo Photo



10Source: Damages Denmark Embassy, Yahoo Photo
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Barriers

Source: Design of Commercial buildings to mitigate terrorist attack December 2003, Fema
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Barriers
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Streetscape security              
elements
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Proposed Passive            Proposed Passive            
MeasuresMeasures

SheltersShelters
These shelters are basically alike war shelters but war These shelters are basically alike war shelters but war 
shelters are mostly designed to resist large intensity shelters are mostly designed to resist large intensity 
explosion whereas, in the case under discussion much explosion whereas, in the case under discussion much 
resistance may not be required. These shelters may resistance may not be required. These shelters may 
serve as first line of defense for bomb plantation call serve as first line of defense for bomb plantation call 
and may well serve the purpose when two opponent and may well serve the purpose when two opponent 
groups are compelled to compete with each other as in groups are compelled to compete with each other as in 
case of Iraq, as well as may be of much use if the case of Iraq, as well as may be of much use if the 
country faces any external threat of war.country faces any external threat of war.
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Proposed Passive                  Proposed Passive                  
Measures Measures (contd..)(contd..)

Locations of SheltersLocations of Shelters
Basement of buildings, lawn, playgrounds, abutment Basement of buildings, lawn, playgrounds, abutment 

of bridges could be few possible places where these of bridges could be few possible places where these 
below ground shelters could be constructed well below ground shelters could be constructed well 
equipped with the entire necessary requirements like equipped with the entire necessary requirements like 
adequate shielding, adequate ventilationadequate shielding, adequate ventilation--cooling, cooling, 
adequate radiation absorption capabilities, water etc. adequate radiation absorption capabilities, water etc. 
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Suggestions

For new areas provision must be kept for the 
construction of shelters.
Controlling authority should formulate bye-laws.
Government should enforce byelaws and   
regulations. 
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ConclusionConclusion

It can be concluded that possible passive It can be concluded that possible passive 
measures taken against terrorist attack can measures taken against terrorist attack can 
minimize the extent of damage both in term of minimize the extent of damage both in term of 
live and property.live and property.
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